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Abstract. Fusing pre-operative CT angiography with per-operative an-
giographic and fluoroscopic images is considered by physicians as a poten-
tially useful tool for improved guidance. To be adopted, this tool requires
the development of tracking methods adapted to the deformations of the
arteries caused by the cardiac motion. Here, we propose a 3D/2D tempo-
ral tracking of one coronary vessel, based on a spline deformation, using
pairings with a controlled 2D stretching or contraction along the paired
curves and a preservation of the length of the 3D curve. Experiments
were conducted on a database of 10 vessels from 5 distinct patients, with
dedicated metrics assessing both the global registration and the local
coherency of the position along the vessel. The proposed results demon-
strate the efficiency of the proposed method, with an average standard
deviation of 2 mm for the localization of landmarks.
Keywords: Deformable registration, tracking, coronary arteries, x-ray,
computed tomography angiography, CTA
1 Introduction
Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) is a minimally procedure which is
used to treat coronary artery narrowing. The workflow of the procedure is pretty
standard. The physician intervenes on the patient under the guidance of an x-
ray imaging system. A guidewire is navigated in the diseased coronary artery.
Before this interventional step, x-ray images with injection of a contrast agent
are acquired to observe the shape of the vessels according to the projection
angles which will be used for the intervention. During the guidewire navigation,
the lesion is crossed and in some cases, the physician could benefit from a visual
assessment of the coronary wall which may present plaques more or less calcified.
The x-ray imaging interventional system used for per-operative guidance is not
able to display this information mostly by lack of density resolution. On the
contrary, Computed Tomography Angiography (CTA) is a modality which has
the capability of capturing both the artery lumen and the characteristics of the
vessel wall. To truly help physician to exploit this information during the course
of the procedure, registering these two modalities would be useful.
[3,1,9] have addressed this problem mostly in the case of images acquired at
the same cardiac phase. In this situation and in a first analysis, the geometric
difference between the two imaging situations can be described by a rigid trans-
formation combined with a perspective projection since the CTA is a 3D dataset
and the angiographic images correspond to a central projection with the x-ray
source being the focal point. The following step is then to take into account the
cardiac motion which may be captured or not in the CTA. If CTA can deliver
multiple volumes corresponding at several phases of the cardiac cycle, it is at
the expense of additional ionizing radiation to the patient. [2] has proposed to
adapt a generic model of the cardiac motion to end-diastolic CTA dataset in
order to register the two modalities along the cardiac cycle. This strategy raises
the question of the validity of the generic model. In this work, we propose to
explore another direction. The main interest of the physician is in the diseased
vessel and he selects a projection angle by rotating the gantry such that the
vessel of interest shows up relatively central in the image with limited foreshort-
ening and minimum superimposition. Then to provide effective assistance during
the guidewire navigation, the objective is to build a 3D deformation of the 3D
vessel extracted from the CTA consistent with the apparent motion in the 2D
angiographic sequence. So, any relevant information visible in the CTA volumes
such as a plaque can be tracked in the 2D sequence. In [5], the proposed algo-
rithm handles the non-rigid component of the cardiac motion by deformation
in the image plane which is a simpification. In this work, we propose a method
derived from [3] to track a coronary artery along the cardiac cycle with the
objective of maintaining the consistency of the position along the vessels. We
propose as in [6] to apply a 3D length preservation constraint as the coronary
artery anatomically preserves its length along the cardiac cycle. In the following,
we will describe the proposed method and explain the assessment strategy which
includes metrics evaluating the registration and a specific metric related to the
consistency of the position along the vessel.
2 Method
Before introducing the method, we first describe the data we have at hand. The
3D information is extracted from a Computed Tomography Angiography scan
by a fully automated commercial product providing a segmentation of the coro-
nary vessel structure. The coronary vessels are separated between the right and
the left coronary and the different branches are represented by their centerlines
which are represented by a tree T according to the anatomic structure of the
vessels which separate in different branches at the bifurcations. From this struc-
ture we extract one vessel of interest V which is tracked along the consecutive
images of the x-ray record sequence. Even if the 3D model of the coronary ves-
sels can be depicted by a tree, this may not be the case for the x-ray projection.
Indeed, self superimpositions create crossings. The vessel segmentation may also
cause over segmentation or miss some vessels. x-ray projections are segmented
with an Hessian based vessel enhancement technique, and vessel like structures
are extracted forming a set of curves which corresponds to the centerlines of the
vessel [4]. The segmented object is organized in a graph by applying standard
processing methods to connect neighboring centerlines. Considering the consec-
utive images obtained in the sequence of N images by performing the acquisition
after injection of the contrast agent, we obtain a set of graphs G = {G1, . . . ,GN}.
We initiate the registration by identifying the initial rigid transformation,
T ◦ which maps T to the element G1 ∈ G corresponding to the same diastolic
cardiac phase as the pre-operative CT image [3].
The aim of the proposed tracking method is to track the vessel V in all the
consecutive phases of the cardiac motion, which necessitates to deform it. A
spline description is a tool suited for this objective and the deformation can be
represented by the optimization of its parameters, the control points. The regis-
tration itself is based on a two steps mechanism with first the determination of
pairings between the projected curve describing the vessel V and the centerlines
represented through a graph structure. Second, the parameters are determined
by minimizing an energy depending on the distance between the paired points
and constraints on the vessel V .
2.1 Problem modeling
The 3D temporal tracking requires an a priori 3D model of vessels as introduced
in [11,7]. They are represented by their centerline which is a 3D curve. The
spline functions support a compact and smooth description of curves which can
be continuously deformed by changing the position of the control points.
We thus fit an approximating cubic spline curve C as in [8], using a centripetal
method such that:
{C(u) | u ∈ [0, 1]} ≈ V
More precisely the spline is defined as:
C(u) =
n∑
i=1
Ni,p(u)Pi (1)
where Ni,p is the ith B-spline of degree p, Pi the ith control point, u the
spline abscissa (between 0 and 1). Thanks to the choice of this model consecutive
deformations can be represented by the optimization of the spline parameters.
The set of control points to register the 3D vessel with the graph Gt is determined
by solving this optimization problem:
P̂t = argminP∈IR3n Ed(CP ,Gt) + βEr(CP) (2)
t denotes the temporal index of the frame, Ed() and Er() are respectively the
data attachment and the regularization energy terms. In the following Pt de-
notes the set of control points for frame t while Pinit1 denotes the set of control
points for the 3D vessel after the pose estimation T ◦ for frame 1. An initial
position is used for the 3D vessel to build the data attachment term: it is the
3D vessel/spline CPinit1 issued from the pose estimation for the first frame t = 1
or CPt−1 for frame t > 1. For the sake of simplicity, t will be omitted in the fol-
lowing. This 3D curve is projected onto the angiographic frame and is denoted
c. A 2D curve v corresponding to the projected 3D curve is extracted from the
graph G as described in [3].
Data attachment term The data attachment term Ed() is a sum of 3D resid-
ual distances issued from 3D to 2D pairings. The simplest method to build
pairings is to use the closest neighbor scheme (as in the ICP). In [10], a variant
of this approach is proposed: the idea is to represent the cardiac motion by co-
variance matrices on the different parameters describing the coronary tree. For
this one, a generative 3D model is employed, i.e a model including a probabilis-
tic distribution of position for the arterial segment. The concept of distance is
then extended from standard Euclidean distance to Mahalanobis distance. This
geometrically oriented analysis does not include the constraint of ordered pair-
ing as proposed in [3] where it is shown that a point pairing that respects the
order along paired curves yields better results than the closest neighbor scheme.
Such an ordered pairing was obtained by the means of the Fréchet distance,
that allows jumps between paired points. In presence of vessel deformation, we
observed that the coherency of the obtained pairings can be discussed. So we
propose to constrain the pairing construction with a 2D elongation preservation.
We first recall the Fréchet distance and its induced pairing [3]. Let c =
{c1, . . . , cnc} and v = {v1, . . . , vnV } be the 2D curves to be paired. The points ci
are obtained as projection of points CP(ūi) from the 3D spline which represents
the vessel. The points vi are the discrete points forming the centerline of the
vessel extracted from the angiographic images. The point pairings are entirely
defined by a single injective function F : IN→ IN. The Fréchet distance is defined
as:{
F (1) = argminiv∈Iv‖viv − c1‖ with Iv = {1, . . . , jump}
F (ic) = argminiv∈Iv‖viv − ciC‖ with Iv = {F (ic − 1), . . . , F (ic − 1) + jump}
with jump a parameter controlling the length of allowed jumps in pairings.
Looking at the pairing produced by this metric (as in Fig. 1, left), we observed
that the simple application of the criteria of minimizing the pairing length may
lead to irregular pairings. When computing rigid transformations as in [3], the
least squares estimation introduces enough robustness to handle them. However,
when dealing with non-linear transformations, the final result may be influenced.
Inspired by the Fréchet distance, we present a pairing function which aims to
build a pairing function that advances at the same speed along the 2D curves to
be paired. Let consider a distance d which will compute the length of 2D curves:
d : IN2 → IR , d(p1, p2) =
p2∑
i=p1+1
‖ci − ci−1‖
We will define F as:F (1) = argminiv∈Iv‖viv − c1‖
2 + λd(v1, viv )
2 with Iv = {1, . . . , jump}
F (ic) = argminiv∈Iv‖viv − cic‖
2 + λ(d(vF (ic−1), viv )− d(cic−1, cic))2
with Iv = {F (ic − 1), . . . , F (ic − 1) + jump}
(3)
with λ proportional to the local distance between the neighborhood of ic and iv.
This function favors point pairings between points which are approximately at
the same distance from theirs respective neighborhoods.
F () provides 2D point pairings (vF (i), ci) between the 2D curves v and c. To
compute 3D deformations, we have to define 3D point pairings. ci ∈ c is asso-
ciated to its corresponding 3D point CP(ūi). The 3D point V
′
F (i) corresponding
to vF (i) is the point from the backprojected line issued from vF (i) that is the
closest to CP(ūi). The data attachment term is finally:
Ed(CP ,Gt) =
nC∑
i=1
‖V ′F (i) − CP(ūi)‖
2 (4)
Fig. 1. The figure depicts pairings (blue) between projected 3D vessel c (magenta) and
2D vessels v (red), as observed locally on a case. On the left the parings are made with
Fréchet, on the right with weighted Fréchet. Pairings are more regular with weighted
Fréchet.
Regularization term The regularization term aims at minimizing the 3D elon-
gation of C:
Er(CP) =
J∑
j=1
(‖CP(ej)−CP(ej−1)‖−lj)2 with ej =
j
J
and lj = ‖CPinit1 (ej)−CPinit1 (ej−1)‖
(5)
J is the number of interval used to enforce the length constraint all along the
vessel.
Energy minimization This global energy Ed(CP ,Gt)+βEr(CP) is minimized
via a gradient descent. Thanks to the spline description of the 3D curve, the
analytic expression of the gradient is used for the gradient descent. The pairings
are recomputed along the descent every 1000 iterations. The minimization is
stopped when the gradient norm is below a threshold, whose value has been
chosen in preliminary experiments.
3 Performance evaluations
Qualitative evaluation of the performance of the proposed algorithms can first
be done by a visual control of the deformation of the projected deformed vessel
over the angiographic image along the cardiac cycle. We also propose three
quantitative measures. The first two corresponds to methodological expectations
on the performance but does not cover directly the intended clinical application.
The third one replicates more closely the expectations from a clinical standpoint.
3.1 2D curve distance
This is an indirect measure of the quality originally proposed in [11]. Its intent is
not to evaluate the correctness of the selected vessel in the angiographic image.
This measure indicates only if the deformation of the vessel V has adapted well
to the observed projection in the angiographic image. For each registration the
distance between the projected curve P(C) and its corresponding 2D vessel v is
computed, with P the projection matrix. Our measure of 2D curve distance is:
cd =
1
nC
nC∑
i=1
‖P(C(i))− vclosest(i)‖ (6)
with closest(i) the index in v of to the closest point to P(C(i)), nC the number
of retained sample points in C. C is a continuous curve defined by an analytic
representation based on spline. For this evaluation measure and also the next
one, we select a number of points along the curve. We take them equally spaced.
3.2 Shape preservation
For this analysis, we start from the idea that the vessel shall return to its initial
state if the tracking is performed on a series of consecutive images which start
and end by the same image. Let N the number of angiographic images in a
sequence which covers a cardiac cycle, the tracking is done from the frame 1
to the frame N , resulting in N 3D curves corresponding to the same vessel
of interest temporally tracked, C = {C1, . . . , CN}. One can then generate the
reverse sequence starting from image N − 1 down to image 1 and continue to
apply the tracking algorithm. The result is an other set of 3D curves C ′ =
{C ′N−1, . . . , C ′1}. The similarity of the curves C ′k and Ck is an indirect measure
of the performance of the tracking algorithm. To measure the similarity, we
chose to compute the distance between C1 and C
′
1 which are respectively the
first and last curves of the forward and backward tracking. Our measure of shape
preservation is:
sp =
1
nC
nC∑
i=1
‖C1(i)− C ′1(i)‖ (7)
with nC the number of points in C and C
′.
3.3 Landmark tracking
From the point of view of the clinical application, this is the most important
measure. The idea is to evaluate if a location defined along the coronary vessel
is correctly tracked with the beating heart. A location in the vessel V is defined
by its curvilinear abscissa. In the angiographic image, identifying a fixed point
is more challenging.
To do so, we first manually point an easily identifiable landmark along the 2D
vessel that correspond to the 3D vessel of interest. Vessel bifurcations are natural
candidates for such landmarks, and we manually have pointed one bifurcation
along the x-ray sequence for each 3D vessel to be registered. To decide whether
the same 3D point of the tracked vessel is paired to this ground truth, we use
the curvilinear abscissas u (along the spline) of the paired 3D points to the
bifurcation. A perfect tracking (along with a perfect manual identification of the
bifurcation) should yield the same curvilinear abscissa for all paired 3D points,
thus the standard deviation of all curvilinear abscissas is an adequate measure
to assess the tracking.
Formally, let U = {u1, . . . , uN} be the N abscissas along the x-ray sequence
of the paired 3D points, eg. C(ut) is paired with the bifurcation/landmark in
frame t, and ū be the average value over U , the proposed measure is
lt =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(ui − ū)2
4 Results
To assess the performance of the proposed approach, we use anonymous data col-
lected after informed patient consent for use in this type of investigation. These
data come from five different patients. Both the CT scan and the angiographic
images are available. We selected in the angiographic sequences a sub-sequence
of 20 images which covers a full cardiac cycle or a bit more depending on the
patient case. The CT scans have been pre-processed to extract the coronary
vessel trees as described above. Several 3D vessels may have been selected for a
given patient, yielding a total of 10 different tracking experiments. Each of them
is analyzed separately from the other. Selection is based on the available angio-
graphic views and the vessels are selected as the ones that could be the object
of an interventional procedure. In the following, we propose to compare three
different settings of the proposed algorithms: the standard Fréchet approach to
determine pairings between two curves, the weighted Fréchet as described above
with and without the constraint on the length of the vessel V . λ has been set
to
l2d
dp(c)2
, with ld the local distance between neighborhoods of two points and
dp(c) the average distance between points in c curve. To tune β we observed the
length variations of the deforming vessel (see Fig. 2) and the data attachment
term value at convergence for different values of β on few cases. First, we observe
for β ≥ 100 a variation smaller than 0.1% despite an apparent 2D length varia-
tion on the fluoroscopic plane of 5%. Second, we notice that the data attachment
term value at convergence remain the same for every tested values of β, we thus
conclude that a big β does not alter the closeness of the two curves. Considering
this last point and the fact that the length constraint corresponds to the exact
physical behavior of the coronary during the contraction, we set β = 1000 such
that the deformed vessel keeps a constant length.
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Fig. 2. Variation of the 3D length of a vessel depending on the β parameter, expressed
as a percentage of the initial 3D length.
Fig. 3 is an example of the obtained results in one case. The average execution
time per image is 30 seconds on an Intel R Core TM i7-4712HQ CPU on a virtual
machine. The code has not been optimized.
4.1 2D curve distance
As explained in section 3.3, we have computed the 2D curve distance for the
different considered cases. The obtained results are displayed in Fig. 5 with
the weighted Fréchet approach. The values fall in the range of 0.15 mm with a
maximum of 0.25 mm. In this figure, we display for each frame from 1 to 20 the
value of the distance (Eq. 6). Contrary to [11], we do not observe a variation with
the cardiac cycle. So we draw the conclusion that the deformation capability
of our 3D vessel is sufficient to follow the deformation of the arteries. In all
the considered cases through observations by an experienced reader, we have
validated that the tracked arteries are the correct ones. The application of the
length constraint does not restrain the capability of the model to deform.
4.2 Shape preservation
The objective of this measure is to evaluate the correctness of the deformation
of this vessel by looking at a case for which the ground truth is known by design
of the test. Left of Tab. 1 presents the results obtained on our ten different cases.
When the length constraint is not applied, the results show that the deformation
is not well controlled. In the first case, we are close to about 40 mm of difference
between the two curves. This is to be compared with the typical length of a
coronary vessel that is about 80 mm. The two other techniques which apply
the 3D length constraint give similar results. Overall the average 3D distance
Fig. 3. Tracking results for one patient over one cardiac cycle. The yellow curve rep-
resents the projected 3D vessel, the blue cross represents the point tracked as the
bifurcation, and the white arrow designs the bifurcation as marked by an experienced
reader. Those images come from a 20 frames sequence. This figure shows the frames 1,
5, 9, 13, 17, 20, from left to right, up and down.
Fig. 4. Tracking results for a second patient. Same conventions than in Fig. 3
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Fig. 5. The 2D curve distance measure (cd, see Eq. 6), for the ten cases. The values
are plotted for the 20 successive frames of the selected sub-sequence.
between the two curves after a tracking over 40 projections is inferior to 7 mm
which is pretty encouraging. We observe some variations from case to case, which
are very likely to be caused by the complexity of the motion. For some patients,
the motion is mostly a translation and a rotation in the image plane plus some
large scale contraction. In some other cases, the arteries are more tortuous and
along the cardiac cycle they can fold/unfold. These cases are more challenging.
Shape preservation Landmark tracking
Vessels Fréchet Weighted Weighted Fréchet Frchet Weighted Weighted Fréchet
Fréchet WLC* Fréchet WLC*
1 7.96 7 39.81 1.73 2.21 14.5
2 11.11 8.7 x 2.64 3.2 x
3 2.19 1.4 1.43 1.72 2.1 1.01
4 4.21 3 2.44 2.62 1.3 1.14
5 1.8 1.8 5.02 1.12 0.7 2.75
6 7 3.18 4.9 3.88 4.1 2.79
7 4.94 7.3 6.4 1.9 2.4 1.38
8 2.62 1.7 1.92 1 1.2 1.12
9 11.5 9.6 8.43 2.1 2.1 2.52
10 10.1 10.5 7.92 1.63 1.9 3.01
average 6.33 5.42 8.68 2.02 2.11 3.36
Table 1. Results in millimeters of the 3 methods for shape preservation and landmark
tracking evaluations on 10 vessels from 5 patients. *WLC = Without Length Constraint
4.3 Landmark tracking
The results obtained with this method are presented on the right of Tab. 1. The
presented value is the standard deviation of the set of curvilinear abscissa for
the point associated to the bifurcation manually marked in each projection. The
average value is 2.02 and 2.11 for the two methods with the 3D length constraint.
When the length constraint is not applied, we have a larger value as anticipated.
This observed standard deviation accounts for two sources of errors: the error
created by the algorithm and the error on the ground truth. Marking the exact
location of a bifurcation in x-ray image is difficult since the bifurcated vessel
may superimpose to the main branch and cannot be distinguished from it. The
length of this superimposition varies along the cardiac cycle. This problem is
also more or less pronounced depending on the apparent angle at the level of
the bifurcation.
5 Discussion and conclusion
We have presented a method to track a coronary artery from 3D to 2D. Starting
from a first registration of the complete tree obtained at the same phase, we
then focus our attention on a single vessel in the idea of mimicking the interven-
tional procedure whose objective is to treat a diseased vessel. The key point of
the algorithm approach that we have proposed is to establish pairings using the
Fréchet algorithm. These pairings are done between the projected 3D vessel and
the centerlines that were segmented in the angiographic image. The 3D vessel
is then deformed to minimize the total pairing length in the 3D space and un-
der the constraint of length preservation. This constraint is meaningful because
this property is respected by the coronary vessel along the cardiac cycle and be-
cause it is applied to the 3D curve and not its projection. In the evaluation, we
have observed that the absence of this constraint degrades the result even if the
tracking remains apparently correct. The individual trajectories of points are not
constrained a priori to be smooth. In the evaluation, we have looked a posteriori
at the trajectory of specific points placed at the bifurcations and we found that
their projections follow pretty well the apparent movement of the bifurcations
in the x-ray projections. We have also evaluated the Fréchet pairing algorithm
and a variant. Main difference is the introduction of an additional contributor
in the optimized criteria. The criteria is based on the variation of the apparent
length in the successive pairings. As observed in Fig. 1, the obtained pairings are
more meaningful than with the standard Fréchet method. Looking at the results
on the ten test cases and with the different evaluation strategies implemented,
this difference translate in an improvement for the shape preservation criteria.
Interestingly the average distance is about 5.5 mm after a tracking performed
over 40 frames. Typical length of the selected coronary arteries is about 80 mm.
For the landmark tracking, the average value is about 2 mm in both variants
of the Fréchet method which also accounts for the imprecision in the definition
of the bifurcation location in the angiographic image. This last result appears
very encouraging since it is in the range of the expectation of the physician who
expects to get information on the vessel wall at the place where the tip of the
guidewire is positioned. The exact position in the artery of the guidewire tip is
also changing slightly with the cardiac motion. In a further step, methods to
register the position of the guidewire tip observed in the subsequent fluoroscopic
sequence with the angiographic projection will be developed. A more complete
evaluation of the accuracy could also be done by performing in parallel to the
angiographic acquisition some intravascular images which are able to display the
vessel wall properties. After proper co-registration of these intravascular images
with the angiographic images, it would be then possible to compare the two
modalities intravascular and CT views of the vessel wall and to quantify the
geometrical differences from an algorithmic standpoint.
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